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Two Eds.
Few people can remember such a poor beekeeping season, with little or no honey
between the end of the oilseed rape and the start of the balsam and heather.
When it wasn’t raining, it was just too cold for the bees to fly, or for the plants to
provide a decent nectar flow. Swarms issued between downpours; Bee Inspector
Dhonn Atkinson said that when there was some sun, it brought so many swarms
that one local swarm co-ordinator took 60 calls in 2 days…then got so fed up with
it that he turned off the phone and went fishing!
The main result of the swarming and the following bad weather was poorly mated
or completely unmated queens, who may have started well but, ultimately,
became drone layers.
It has been a testing time for the most experienced let alone those newish to the
craft. Thorough autumn preparation is going to be necessary to prevent a summer
disaster from turning into a winter catastrophe. There are some pointers within,
which we hope you will find useful.
A positive note: Congratulations to Anthony Day, who has passed the BBKA’s Basic
Examination. Well done!
We have been in contact with BBKA regarding the arrangement with Booker Cash &
Carry to buy sugar at their outlets for autumn feeding. The ever helpful Lettitia,
from the BBKA Admin Office, has confirmed that the arrangement IS still in place
but that some Booker branches are proving uncooperative, so she advises phoning
first.
Combings is the newsletter of the York & District Beekeepers Association.
Views expressed in the newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not
necessarily those of the Association as a whole or of the editors.
Contributions to, and comments on Combings are always welcome.
Combings is published quarterly.
The last date for copy for the next edition is:
18th December 2012

YDBKA coming up soon:
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Wednesday 19th September at 7.30, John Whittaker will be talking about his
experiences
with
the
Warre
Hive.
The AGM will be held on Wednesday 17th October; the business end is generally
executed with some efficiency and then it's a chance to have a chat and catch up
on the gossip.

This year's Honey Show & Beekeepers Question Time will be held on Wednesday
14th November; let’s hope there will be some honey to show! Do give it a go,
there are many classes, it's not all jars of honey - bake a cake or take a photo if
you don't have the honey, or just turn up for the social event.
One plus from the dreadful summer is that this could be an easy year to win the
Honey Show!

Thank you to York University PhD student, Barbara Morrissey, and her
supervisor, Dr Giles Budge, for this article on Barbara’s work at the National
Bee Unit.
As part of my PhD on the epidemiology of American foulbrood (AFB) I have been
working on a typing scheme to differentiate among different strains of the bacteria
that causes it, Paenibacillus larvae. American foulbrood, caused by the sporeforming bacteria P. larvae is one of the most destructive diseases of honey bees
globally. The disease is found on every continent where honey bees are kept. AFB
is extremely contagious due to the large numbers of highly resistant spores that
are produced; these spores have been found to remain infective for up to 35 years.
AFB can be spread by normal beekeeping practices such as the exchange of hive or
bee materials between or within apiaries. It can also be spread by bees when
weakened or collapsing hives are robbed by neighbouring colonies. Colonies
infected with the disease will eventually collapse. The use of antibiotics to treat
AFB is not permitted in many European countries including the UK. In any case
antibiotics have no effect on the P. larvae spores and therefore just cause to mask
the disease symptoms. The method of control implemented in the UK is to burn
infected colonies and hive materials. Therefore, whether AFB is ignored or treated
the colony will be killed which leads to considerable economic loss in global
apiculture.
Outbreaks of infective diseases are often the result of exposure to a common
source of the pathogen. This means that the organisms causing the outbreak are
clonally related and share genetic characteristics. The characterisation of strains
of P.larvae causing AFB can, therefore aid in the identification of the routes of
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transmission in a disease outbreak. The scheme I am developing uses small
differences in the DNA sequences of several genes to identify and differentiate
among bacterial strain types. Once strain types are identified it is possible to
ascertain whether AFB outbreaks are caused by related strains and to identify the
origin of the infection. Using resources available at the National Bee Unit and the
Bee Research Institute in Germany it has been possible to classify 21 different
global strain types. The next step is to look at the strain types that are found in UK
outbreaks. Using this scheme could give us insight into how this costly and
destructive disease is spread throughout the UK and around the world.

A Beginners Tale.
Friday 20th May 2011 was to be my last flight as an airline pilot, after 30 years, I
am about to be voluntarily superseded! Later in the pub a colleague asked what on
earth I intend to do, to fill my time. My response was that retirement should be
viewed as an opportunity to embrace, not to fear and to embark on hobbies anew
and not just expand on the old. As luck would have it, no sooner am I returned
home than I stumble across the York BKA website and see they are holding their
annual Apiary Open Day that very weekend.
Alas, the keeping of bees has never been possible during my itinerant wanderings
of the globe, but I have always had the hankering for a hive or two, and so it is
that 6 months later I find myself with a couple of dozen other initiates attending
the York BKA Beginners beekeeping Course, theory first and rolling into the
practical sessions later in the spring.
All the presenters gave of their time and experience freely and are to be thanked
for their efforts to impart both knowledge and best practice right from the off.
Once or twice the audience was left confused by some slides. But the overall level
of hard won experience and the wisdom of ages falling like leaves in autumn, to be
eagerly grasped by us was much appreciated by all; as was the time and efforts of
the Sue Hesp, John Thompson and Nigel Davies brigade in setting up and
afterwards dismantling the paraphernalia of presentation. There is more to
organizing all this than meets the eye. A big thank-you, to one and all.
During several presentations the point was made that although Hoffman frames are
best in the brood box, they do not fare so well when extracting honey off the
super frames. SN2s were unanimously preferred for extraction, but nonetheless the
starter hives came supplied with the derided Hoffman super frames. I understand
they would still come in useful should one wish to go brood and a half, but my
better half may not be impressed when my first attempts at honey extraction in
the kitchen go somewhat astray Might this be addressed in the future?
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The vagaries of the British climate have been at the forefront of many peoples'
lives this year and our practical course duly suffered in turn. Having been delayed
2 weeks, I believe we had only one practical gathering entirely free of rain; that
the bees just got on with it speaks volumes for their fortitude, if not entirely for
ours. Having attended apiary meetings elsewhere recently the styles of
manipulation and hygiene practised by our mentors was commendable. The proof
of the pudding is whether we can all now bring on our new colonies to the point
where we can get them comfortably through the winter; any honey taken this year
I view as a bonus. As at the end of July my own colony from Bossall is going well
with a queen laying on a brood and a half, queen excluder on that and another
super being drawn on top. They haven't been fed for 3 weeks but seem to have the
strength and foraging skill to do all this with no help from me; they are also
incredibly docile, have not been smoked at all and respond to a water spray within
seconds.
On the other hand a swarm I was given one week before we all brought our
colonies home from Bossall has proved more rumbustious. Two days after being rehoused they swarmed again, but only into a neighbours’ tree. I spent an interesting
afternoon coaxing them back into a box. Back home again and having upended the
box onto a ramp in front of the hive, they had obviously read the manual and
marched dutifully back up through the entrance. As soon as I could I transferred a
capped brood frame into the colony to encourage them to stay put and tend the
young and so they have remained. The bees are still being fed light syrup but have
expanded from 5 undrawn frames to now fill the brood chamber and are drawing
out a super, with no queen excluder. They are a more volatile bunch and I have
the scars to prove it, but if you can't take a joke you shouldn't have joined. Again
if they just draw out the foundation but then withdraw back into the brood
chamber by autumn then I'll be happy and at least there'll be a few frames of
drawn foundation for them to start with next year. That's my plan, but time will
tell whether they agree; this much at least have I learned-humility in the presence
of a superior force.
The course has been invaluable and I could not have got to this stage without it,
regardless of how much reading up I'd done. Just chatting to the more experienced
old hands at Association meetings has proved a mine of extra information and the
Course should definitely be repeated for new keepers in the future. The ongoing
tuition of one and two year keepers should also be viewed as a must, on whatever
basis the Association can manage. Again, on behalf of the Beginners Course 2012,
our many and sincere Thanks.
Adrian Burnside.

Pre-winter preparation.
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After such a poor summer, it’s likely that your bees are going to need more than
the usual helping hand going into winter. Below is a list of things to check before
closing them down in October, or thereabouts.
Colony size:
There is an understandable reluctance, particularly amongst newer beekeepers, to
reduce the number of colonies they own. One or two very large colonies however
have a far greater chance of surviving winter than four or five smaller ones
containing the same number of bees. Unite up to your best queens and you can
always make splits in the spring to get your numbers back up.
Queen-right?
Check that the colonies that you are uniting are queen-right. The poor mating
weather this summer has meant that even some of this year’s queen are running
out of semen already and becoming drone layers. Check for an increasing number
of drones developing in what should be worker cells, at the very time when drones
are being killed off by the colony as surplus to requirements. A drone laying queen
will not get a colony through winter, so either kill her and unite to a queen right
stock, or acquire a new queen and introduce her. If the colony is not queen right
now, it won’t be alive in the spring.
Feeding:
Many colonies have had to be fed over the summer just to keep the queens laying
and the colony strength up to scratch. Until the better weather of late July/early
August, few colonies had stored a surplus that would see them through to the next
spell of cold or wet weather. It is a risk therefore, that unless bees are currently
on balsam or heather that they will be light-weight going into winter. An averagesized colony will need between 40-60 lbs of stores, in either honey and/or syrup (a
super frame holds 2lbs: a full national frame holds 5lbs – so it’s half the bottom
box and a full super as a rough guide). If the bees can’t gather it themselves, or if
you’ve taken off, you’ll have to make up the shortfall with syrup.
Syrup/Ambrosia:
If you’re going to make syrup for winter stores, it needs to be thick, so there’s
only a little water for the bees to evaporate off before storing it. We’re still using
Imperial measures here at “Combings HQ”, so:
Thick syrup - 2lbs white (NOT brown) sugar : 1 pint water
1 gallon thick syrup = 7lbs stores.
Don’t fiddle about feeding it in 1lb honey jars! Get some decent-sized feeders and
administer it in multiples of a gallon.
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Ambrosia is a trade-name for ready- made syrup which is formulated to be readily
useable by bees; use the same calculations as for thick syrup. Secretary David
Bough has a quantity for sale locally.
Fondant:
Whilst the weather is still reasonably warm, the bees can evaporate the excess
water in the syrup/Ambrosia in order to store it away at the correct water levels.
As the weather gets colder, however, this becomes increasingly difficult and the
bees will either leave the syrup in the feeders or, worse still, store it away “too
wet”, leading to a risk of the stores fermenting and/or the bees getting dysentery
through using the stores through the winter. During the winter months if your bees
are short of stores, fondant or candy can be fed.
Queen excluders:
Take off all excluders going into winter and clean them up ready for next year.
Bees and (obviously) queens find it difficult getting through excluders to access
any stores stored above the brood box.
Varroa treatment:
Many beekeepers now use oxalic acid as a winter treatment for Varroa: a
misguided few are now relying on it as a sole treatment. You can’t get away with
that for long! At least one more treatment is required over the season and this is
often given in the autumn, once the honey has been removed. Our bees need to be
fairly clean (of Varroa) going into winter; otherwise you may have no bees to treat
with oxalic acid.
There are a range of Varroa treatments available; read up on them or ask an
experienced beekeeper. There is much advice available online, via the NBU’s Bee
Base - you do not have to be registered to use it.
General:
Ensure that your hives are weatherproof, and that your wasp traps are out if you
have a local wasp problem, and that you don’t forget to reduce hive entrances and
put on mouse-guards (ensure you lock out the mice, not lock them in!).
Don’t stuff any empty spaces with sacking or polystyrene (you know who you
are!!); it only serves to attract damp and provide a haven for wax moth. Bees
don’t die from the cold; they die from damp, disease and starvation, so ensure
they’re well-fed, well-ventilated and as Varroa-free as possible before you lock
them down for winter. Then cross your fingers and work out what bee books you’d
like for Christmas!
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A pearl of wisdom, from Willie Robson of Chain Bridge Honey Farm: “Whenever
you open your bees, be prepared for a surprise”

From the Inspectorate:
All is quiet in the York area, which is good news indeed.
Peter reports that one EFB case in Malton has cleared. Dhonn has been busy with
an EFB outbreak in Harrogate.

Across the Pond
Hi y’all!
I hear that you’ve had it hard this year – that’s tough. 2011 was generally a bad
one for us due to widespread lack of rain and poor honey flow, but this year’s been
much better. A far bigger issue has been our efforts at state and federal level to
prevent the massive and fraudulent entry of Chinese honey into the USA.
This time last year, Florida had one complaint against three individuals for trying
to import 5 million lbs of honey in 123 containers, describing the contents as “rice
fructose syrup” in an attempt to avoid paying duty believed to be more than one
million dollars. It is thought that in the two previous years, the same group had
successfully got six times that amount undetected through Customs. And that’s
just one case, in one State. Nationally the problem is vast.
These illegal imports have suppressed genuine, local sales and prices. Things are
starting to improve as the authorities get tough, but there’s evidence of the
importers trying to get the stuff in via third parties working in different countries,
so it’s not just the products labelled “Chinese rice syrup” that Customs have to
look out for!
If the Florida three are found guilty, they may end up forfeiting some 13,000
barrels of honey in addition to any fines or imprisonment. We’ll keep you
informed!
See Ya.

BBKA Modular Examinations.
Wendy Maslin, the Yorkshire BKA Examinations Officer is looking to set up tutorial
sessions for Module 1, if she has enough people to make this a runner. There would
be 5 sessions October through to February so if you are interested please contact
Wendy via email: beewendi@gmail.com
Did you know…To produce 1lb of wax, a bee must consume 5lbs of honey.
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Reader’s Hives

The autumn edition’s model is the lovely Rob Coleman, standing behind a
Dartington hive. Named after Robin Dartington, the hive gained some prominence
some years ago (Mr Dartington actually spoke at an YDBKA meeting about twelve
years ago and sold a few hives here). The hive came in a range of sizes, the longest
holding up to 21 frames of 14 x 12 size. Instead of the 21 frames being contained in
two brood boxes stacked vertically, as is usual, the Dartington holds them all
laterally to reduce lifting problems. The supers each hold five frames rather than
the usual ten (or so) for the same reason.
The notion was not new; little is in beekeeping. The “long idea” had been tried
down the centuries, most notably by Nutt with his co-lateral hives of the 1840s.
The most recent version is the plastic coated “Beehaus” by Omlet.
In our picture Rob C is holding a 14x12 frame in one hand and a national + super
frame in the other, to contrast the sizes.

A snippet from John Fuller: Some wise words to do with spilling honey and how
far it can spread:
“If honey were paint, it would only take one drop to paint the whole house”
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Predator Mite Trial
Twenty years ago this year, Varroa destructor was first discovered in this country.
This little parasite has caused devastation to bee colonies in the UK and most of
the western hemisphere with Apis mellifera being relatively weak at defending
itself unlike its Asian counterpart. There followed a range of chemical and
biotechnical control methods to help beekeepers control this parasite more
effectively. Yet over the years many researchers have tried to develop biological
control methods that would act symbiotically with the bees to control Varroa.
Predator mites are one such discovery.
The Bee Vet, the first unique veterinary service for bees in this country, is looking
into controlling Varroa in beehives by introducing ‘predator’ mites into it. These
predator mites are naturally occurring in the UK and feed only on other mites, and
are harmless to both humans and bees. The mites are about a third of the size of
Varroa and feed by using its piercing mouthparts to penetrate the exoskeleton of
its prey and drain its contents.
The initial trial, the first of its kind in the world was conducted at Buckfast Abbey
with the Head of Bees, Clare Densley. Five trial hives were treated with the
predator mites with a further five hives being used as a control. The work has thus
far been promising, and as such we have extended the trial to encompass 50 hives.
This work has not only let us have a better understanding of potential new control
methods (e.g. Pseudoscorpions) but has helped us a great deal to build a vital
relationship with Devon beekeepers. We hope that this research, which is taking
place locally, will soon develop a viable control product against Varroa for
beekeepers everywhere.
If you would like to know more about the trial or to discuss any aspect of bee
health please do contact The Bee Vet at info@bee-vet.co.uk
Jon Arul, the Bee Vet.
A note from Secretary David Bough:
The discount that you receive as a Member of YDBKA when purchasing from BB
Wear has changed to:
10% discount plus free delivery.
Please state that you are a Member of YDBKA when placing your order.
Did you know…?
The Romans preserved lettuce in vinegar and honey, the mixture was called oxmel.
It was used in cases of insomnia, constipation, poor lactation and pain relief.
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A bad swarm day. By Name and address supplied!
Thursday 30th May 2012. Prior to this day we had experienced a long warm March
and into April, followed by a period of cold wet and windy until early May when
the sun shone, skies where blue and the temperatures rose in to the mid 20’s, the
bees had started bringing in honey in by the bucket load and of course, started
swarming in earnest. On this day the weather changed for the worse. At 08.00 it
was gentle rain, by the time this story broke it was coming down like stair rods. I
got a call that there was a swarm on a gate post at a nearby factory where some
visiting dignitaries would be walking round the site later on.
So, being a public spirited sort, I threw some equipment in the back of my van and
set off. My contact at the factory was a lady who took me most of the way to the
swarm, but then had to call another lady to show me the exact site. Sure enough,
there was part of the swarm clustered on a metal gate post at chest height. The
rest had dropped to the ground – cold and sodden, appearing lifeless. By this time,
I too was soaked to the skin and cold right through. I put a brood box with a couple
of old honey filled combs ( these had been in my shed waiting to be rendered
down) on a floor board close to the bees on the ground. My idea was to scoop the
bees with my bare hands into the brood box thinking that most of them would be
comatose but the bees took offence and I got a couple of stings on my fingers,
witnessed by the two ladies that had shown me the way and who were standing ten
yards away, under big brollies. I went back to my van to put gloves on, but my
hands where too wet and I could not get them on. Plan B ....I always carry a
couple of pieces of thick cellophane – the sort of stuff used to display cakes and
toys inside cardboard boxes. So I started scooping wet bees off the floor in to my
brood box. This worked quite well, those on the post scooped in without bother. I
put a strap round the box and started walking to my van carrying the brood box by
the strap and as luck would have it, the strap came unfastened just as I was
walking past my audience. The whole lot fell to the ground – floor, brood box,
frames and of course all the bees that I had scooped up previously! Start all over
again; scooping bees back into the brood box and re-secure the lot – into my van
and home very cold, very wet and somewhat humiliated.
One thing I did learn from the fiasco was to carry a dust pan and brush as part of
my kit. Had I had one at the time, it would have been a simple matter to brush
them up.
Did you know?
If you move your hives from crop to crop you are practicing transhumance - the
seasonal movement of people with their stock.
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An Anglo-Saxon riddle. The answer is on the back page!
I am cherished by men, found far and wide, brought from the groves and from the
city-heights, from the dales and from the downs. By day wings bore me in the air,
carried me with skill under the shelter of the roof. Afterwards men bathed me in a
tub. Now I am a binder and a scourger; straightaway I cast a young man to the
earth, sometimes an old churl. Straightaway he who grapples with me and
struggles against my strength discovers that he must needs seek the earth with his
back, if he forsakes not his folly ere that. Deprived of strength, doughty in speech,
robbed of might, he has no rule over his mind, feet nor hands. Ask what is my
name, who thus on the earth in daylight binds youths, rash after blows.

Honey Show 2012 - Some advice for new “showers”
The Novices Classes
Some years ago, in order to encourage those new to the craft to feel their way into
the Honey Show, the committee introduced three “novice” classes for jars of clear
light, clear medium and clear dark honey. It gives newcomers a chance to compete
against those of similar experience rather than be pitched against more experience
showers, at least in three classes. It doesn’t help much, however, if you’re unsure
about how to put up a decent jar of honey together in the first place, so here’s a
beginners guide to Classes 1a, 1b and 1c.
In order to get a 1lb jar of honey, you’ll probably need to start with at least four
of five pounds of honey, as a fair bit of it will get stuck to the sides of buckets,
and in the filters and won’t easily make it into the jar.
Get the honey out of the comb how you will and into a clean food grade plastic
bucket. The first stage is to heat the honey in order to ensure that there is no
granulation in the jar at the time of the Show and also to ensure that it goes
through the filters easily prior to jarring. A reasonable temperature is 48 - 52° C.
for 48 hours. Most beekeepers have an insulated box with some sort of heat
source, usually an old style light bulb; these boxes may be home-made or bought
from the usual beekeeping suppliers. Check the temperature with a thermometer
before it is used with honey and change the wattage of the bulb until you get the
heat that is required. If you can, insert a control unit (a dimmer switch is
favourite) to increase/decrease the intensity of the light, and consequently its
heat output. When you put the bucket into the box, you need to ensure that the
side of the bucket nearest the bulb doesn’t become so hot that the honey gets
burnt, or cause the bucket to melt! So we’re into baffles, or fans. ….Or a bigger
box!
Over the course of the 48 hours, skim off the worst of the floaty bits. Don’t worry
about the smaller bits, or the bubbles: the filters will sort them out. Honey filters
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may be metal or plastic which take out the larger particles, to cloth or nylon which
filters down to 200 microns. The more you filter out, the less there is for the judge
to pick fault with, and the “brighter” your honey will appear in the jar. Filter as
many times and to whatever fineness you want. The honey will only go through the
finer filters when it’s still quite hot, so get your “filter stack” sorted in advance or
you’ll have to warm your honey again. Ideally, it should end up in a glass, or food
grade plastic, or stainless steel container from which you can get it into your show
jar. Cover this to keep the dust out.
The act of filtering pulls air bubbles into the honey, so leave it in the covered
containers for a while for these to rise. Ideally, you want the honey that goes into
the jar to come from the middle of the container i.e. no surface bubbles should
end up in the jar. Your jar and lids should be clean, new, with no marks or
scratches and conform to the Show specification.
Get the honey into the jar, pulling as few bubbles as possible. To reduce bubbles,
some exhibitors run the honey down the side of the jar, rather than splash it
straight onto the bottom of the jar. The jar must be filled so no air space is visible
(when viewed from the side) between the top of the honey and the bottom of the
lid once it’s screwed on. Try as you will however, you’re still going to get some air
bubbles in, so…
Put the jar back into the warming box for 24 hours, with a lid lightly screwed on to
keep out any dust. Remove it and spend some time popping surface bubbles with a
clean pin. Try and get a few jars done at the same time and bring the best to the
Show. The stewards will help you from there.
If you keep bees with any degree of care, you’re almost bound to get some honey.
Learning how best to present the final product is part of the beekeeping journey
and shows respect for the bees from which we derive so much pleasure. If you get
a prize card, it’s great; if you don’t then no-one will know as its anonymous and
you can have a quiet word later with the judge about how you could improve.
If you are really down, sample John Fuller’s mead after the Show: that should take
the edge of any disappointment!
In the garden…
If you are thinking about your spring garden, you may like to add some plants that
will be a source of pollen and nectar for bees such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hellebores
Winter Aconite
Snowdrop
Crocus
Grape Hyacinth
Flowering Currant
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•
•
•
•

Ceanothus
Cherry
Crab Apple
Pussy Willow

A poem, by Anon.
A bee’s front is sweet and kind
But never trust a bee’s behind
A bee can sting if it can sit
So always stay in front of it!!

What is the Catenary Hive?
The Catenary hive was developed to allow the bees to build combs in the natural
“catenary” or hanging chain shape that they adopt when unrestrained by
rectangular frames - the shape they follow when starting to draw comb from the
top bar of a rectangular frame. A Catenary is the shape adopted by a free hanging
chain or rope. It takes its name from the Latin word catena for chain.
But back to the Catenary hive, it was originally designed by Bill Bielby of Yorkshire
in 1968 and was available for some time from a Yorkshire bee equipment supplier.
It had 11 short lugged frames arranged the ‘warm way’ (i.e. across the line of
entry). These frames were in the form of a catenary to fit the catenary shaped
brood box. However because of the complexity of frame-making, eventually only
top bars were used, as it was found that when drawing catenary combs, the bees
naturally left a bee space between the lower edges of the combs and the lower
catenary wall/floor of the brood box. The curved catenary wall/floor of the brood
box was heat-formed from plywood. The front and rear walls were made from flat
ply or boards. The entrance was part way up the flat end walls of the brood
chamber, straight onto the first frame, which tended to cause propolising of a
large area of that comb.
The hive was made with plan view dimensions to accept British Standard queen
excluders and supers. The peculiar shape of the brood box excluded operations
such as Demaree or Snelgroving as brood boxes could not be stacked on top of one
another.
Len Heath used two of these hives for some time and writes about them in his
interesting book ‘A Case of Hives’. However it would appear that the drawbacks
associated with them overcame any potential advantages.
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It is worth mentioning that in damp winters the lower corners of conventional
rectangular combs can become covered with mould, especially on outer frames,
catenaries have no lower corners, so maybe Bill and the bees knew a thing or two.
Craig Stewart, Edinburgh

With thanks to the “Beemaster” of The Scottish Beekeeper magazine, via eBEES
Some of our long term members will remember Bill Beilby. Bill was born in Bishop
Monkton and became the County Beekeeping Instructor in 1962. Bill died in 2012,
at his home in New Zealand.

YDBKA apiary visit.
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Lots of fun at Tom Robinson’s! This was queen rearing involving the circular
placement of nuc boxes, despite heavy showers of rain the bees managed to sort
themselves out and find their way into their chosen box.
Thanks to Peter Crosby for the picture.

The answer to the Anglo-Saxon riddle is: mead!
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